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Abstract. The rough set theory is a relatively new soft computing tool
for dealing with vagueness and uncertainty in databases. To apply this
theory, it is important to associate it with effective computational meth-
ods. In this paper, we focus on the development of algorithms for in-
complete information systems and their time and space complexity. In
particular, by using measure of significance of attribute which is defined
by us, we present a heuristic algorithm for computing the minimal reduct,
the time complexity of this algorithm is O(|A|3|U |2), and its space com-
plexity is O(|A||U |). The minimal reduct algorithm is very useful for
knowledge discovery in databases.

1 Introduction

The rough set theory as proposed in [1, 2] provides a formal tool for dealing
with imprecise or incomplete information. This approach seems fundamentally
important to artificial intelligence and cognitive science.

In this paper, we develop rough set data analysis algorithms in [3] into in-
complete information systems in [4]. Basic computational methods of rough set
data analysis are given for incomplete information systems, their time and space
complexity are analyzed. The minimal reduct algorithm which is proposed by us
is very useful for knowledge discovery in databases.

2 Incomplete Information Systems

Let S = (U, A) be an incomplete information systems [4, 5], we will denote a
null value (i.e., missing values of attribute) by ∗.

Let P ⊆ A. We define tolerance relation:

SIM(P ) = {(u, v) ∈ U × U | ∀a ∈ P, a(u) = a(v) or a(u) = ∗ or a(v) = ∗}.

Let SP (u) denote the object set {v ∈ U |(u, v) ∈ SIM(P )}. SP (u) is the
maximal set of objects which are possibly indistinguishable by P with u.

Let U/SIM(P ) denote classification, which is the family set {SP (u)|u ∈ U}.
Any element from U/SIM(P ) will be called a tolerance class or the granularity
of information.
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3 Computing the Low Approximation and Upper
Approximation

Let S = (U, A) be an incomplete information system. Let W ⊆ U , and a ∈ A.
For a classification U/SIM({a}), RaW = {u ∈ U |Sa(u) ⊆ W} is called the
lower approximation to W from U/SIM({a}); RaW = {u ∈ U |Sa(u) ∩ W �= ∅}
is called the upper approximation to W from U/SIM({a}).

We now present an algorithm for computing the lower approximation.

Algorithm L
Let S = (U, A) be an incomplete information system. Let U/SIM({a}) =

{Sa(u1), Sa(u2), · · · , Sa(u|U |)}. Let W ⊆ U . This algorithm gives the lower ap-
proximation RaW = {u ∈ U |Sa(u) ⊆ W} to W from U/SIM({a}).

L1. Input U/SIM({a}).
L2. Set ∅ → L.
L3. For i = 1 to |U | Do

If Sa(ui) ⊆ W, then L ∪ {ui} → L.
Endfor

L4. Output L.

The time complexity of Algorithm L is O(|U |), and its space complexity is
O(1).

Similarly, we can design an algorithm to compute the upper approximation
as follows.

Algorithm H
Let S = (U, A) be an incomplete information system. Let U/SIM({a}) =

{Sa(u1), Sa(u2), · · · , Sa(u|U |)}. Let W ⊆ U . This algorithm gives the upper ap-
proximation RaW = {u ∈ U |Sa(u) ∩ W �= ∅} to W from U/SIM({a}).

H1. Input U/SIM({a}).
H2. Set ∅ → H.
H3. For i = 1 to |U | Do

If Sa(uj) ∩ W �= ∅, then H ∪ {uj} → H.
Endfor

H4. Output H.

The time complexity of Algorithm H is O(|U |), and its space complexity is
O(1).

4 Significance and Core

Definition 4.1 Let S = (U, A) be an incomplete information system. Let X
be a non-empty subset of A: ∅ ⊂ X ⊆ A. Given an attribute x ∈ X, we say
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that x is significant in X if U/SIM(X) ⊂ U/SIM(X − {x}); and that x is not
significant or non-significant in X if U/SIM(X) = U/SIM(X − {x}).

In the following we introduce a quantitative measure for significance.

Definition 4.2 Let X be a non-empty subset of A: ∅ ⊂ X ⊆ A. Given an
attribute x ∈ X, we define the significance of x in X as

sigX−{x}(x) =
|U |∑

i=1

|SX−{x}(ui)| − |SX(ui)|
|U | × |U | .

The overall time complexity for computing a significance is O(|X||U |2), and
the space complexity for computing a significance is O(|X||U |).

Definition 4.3 Let X be a non-empty subset of A: ∅ ⊂ X ⊆ A. The set of
attributes x ∈ X which are significant in X is called the core of X, denoted by
CX . That is, CX = {x ∈ X|sigX−{x}(x) > 0}.

Also, we define C∅ = ∅.

Algorithm C
Let S = (U, A) be an incomplete information system. Let X be a non-empty

subset of A: ∅ ⊂ X ⊆ A. This algorithm obtains CX of X.

C1. Input S = (U, A), X.
C2. Set ∅ → CX.
C3. For every x ∈ X, compute SIM({x}).
C4. For i = 1 to |X| Do

Compute sigX−{xi}(xi). If sigX−{xi}(xi)>0, then CX ∪{xi} →
CX.
Endfor

C5. Output CX.

The time complexity of Algorithm C is O(|X||U |2 + |X|2|U |), and its space
complexity is O(|X||U |).

5 Reducts

Definition 5.1 Let S = (U, A) be an incomplete information system. A subset
A0 of A is said to be a reduct of A if A0 satisfies:

(1) U/SIM(A0) = U/SIM(A); i.e., A0 ↔ A; and
(2) If A

′ ⊂ A0, then U/SIM(A0) ⊂ SIM(A
′
); i.e., if A

′ ⊂ A0, then A
′ �↔ A.

From this definition, the time complexity to find all reducts is exponential.
First, we need to consider all |2A| = 2|A| subsets of A. And for every subset A0,
we need to compute U/SIM(A0). The time complexity to compute U/SIM(A0)
for one subset A0 is O(|A||U |2). So the total price is O(2|A||A||U |2).

We have the relationship between reducts and core as follows.
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Theorem 5.1 Let S = (U, A) be an incomplete information system. Then

CA =
s⋂

i=1
A0i, where A01, A02, · · · , A0i, · · · , A0s are all reducts of A.

6 Minimal Reduct

Definition 6.1 Let S = (U, A) be an incomplete information system, and
C ⊆ A. We define the significance of a ∈ A − C about C as sigC(a) =
sig(C∪{a})−{a}(a).

Algorithm M
Let S = (U, A) be an incomplete information system. Since the core is the

common part of all reducts, it can be used as the starting point for computing
reducts. The significance of attributes can be used to select the attributes to be
added to the core. This algorithm finds an approximately minimal reduct.

M1. Input S = (U, A).
M2. Compute U/SIM(A), and CA = {a ∈ A|sigA−{a}(a) > 0}. Set

CA → C.
M3. Compute U/SIM(C).
M4. While U/SIM(C) �= U/SIM(A) Do

(1) Compute sigC(a) for ∀a ∈ A − C.
(2) Choose a

′ ∈ A − C such that

sigC(a
′
) = max{sigC(a)|∀a ∈ A − C}.

(3) Set C ∪ {a
′} → C, and compute U/SIM(C).

Endwhile
M5. Set C

′
= C − CA, |C ′ | → N.

For i = 1 to N Do
(1) Remove the ith attributes ai from C

′
.

(2) Compute U/SIM(C
′ ∪ CA).

(3) If U/SIM(C
′ ∪ CA) �= U/SIM(A), then C

′ ∪ {ai} → C
′
.

Endfor
M6. Set C

′ ∪ CA → C. Output C.

The time complexity of Algorithm M is O(|A|3|U |2), and its space complexity
is O(|A||U |).

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we develop rough set data analysis algorithms in [3] to incom-
plete information systems in [4]. Time complexity and space complexity of the
algorithms have been analyzed. In particular, by using measure of significance of
attribute which is defined by us , we present a heuristic algorithm for computing
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the minimal reduct, the time complexity of this algorithm is O(|A|3|U |2), and
its space complexity is O(|A||U |). The importance of the minimal reduct is due
to its potential for speeding up the learning process and improving the quality
of classification.
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